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To commemorate the issue of the 100th issue, the voices from readers of our newsletter have been posted. We 

appreciate your continued support. 

It was my great pleasure to have received a series of AAI e-Newsletter in a regular manner. In my opinion, the 

newsletter is such an amazing instrument to share information about agriculture, ideas and useful techniques among 

concerned people from across several countries in the world. Congratulations on the 100th commemorations of the 

issuance and edition of AAINews. Thank you very much for your hard work and efforts. Please keep the Newsletter 

going. Wish you all the best of luck and success in your future endeavors. 

Amin ABU-ALSOUD 

   Farm Management and Extension Expert, Ramallah, Palestine 

It is always of great interest for me to study and learn about agriculture practices around the world. AAI has compiled 

agriculture practices in newsletters delivered to inbox through mail. These newsletters provide information on the latest 

agricultural technology, news, best practices and a variety of other timely topics. It is with great pleasure to read the 

present AAINews which is not only intended for researchers in the field of agriculture but also for policymakers, 

stakeholders, farmers, teachers or anyone with an interest in various agriculture practices. In AAINews important news, 

emerging trends, innovations or strategic issues practically are highlighted that helps in the documentation and sharing 

of good practices and case studies in developing countries. 

Ghulam Ghafoor  

Peshawar, KP, Pakistan 

I became a reader of the AAINews from mid-2000. This newsletter has had a positive contribution in my daily 

undertakings, as it has been very informative, educative and provides an opportunity to understand different situations 

facing the developing countries, and the appropriate measures in addressing the related issues as well. The AAI has been 

undertaking numbers of projects to address development issues among the developing countries, which are often similar 

to what this side of the world is facing too. It is in this way that this newsletter has served as an important tool in sharing 

knowledge including the value and usefulness of indigenous knowledge in solving agricultural challenges. While 

commemorating the 100th issue, I would like to commend the AAI team for their contribution to the developing world 

and please keep up the spirit. 

Andreas S. Mbinga 

Ministry of Agriculture Natural Resources Livestock and Fisheries, Tanzania 

I have been regularly receiving AAI newsletter since 2011 by email and have been reading most of them. These 

newsletters are very helpful in knowing the projects and activities happening in the AAI project areas. More importantly, 

these are very useful in gaining practical technical knowledge and skills including field experiences and study reports in 

different countries around the world which are very helpful for extension workers like me to extend the contents to the 

farmers and colleagues. Thank you very much AAI for continuous support through newsletters. I am very happy that 

AAI is publishing its No. 100. With huge Congratulations, I wish its great success in the future. 

Sandesh Dhital  

Senior Horticulture Development Officer, Ministry of Agriculture Development, Nepal 

 AAI published digital books  
– The best selection of AAINews – 

We would like to announce that AAI published 3 

digital books titled “Plants in Arid Lands, “Agriculture 

in Arid Lands” and “Irrigation in Arid Lands” as a 

series based on the best collection of AAI News. Please 

search through Amazon Books if you are interested in 

such publications. 


